Let’s Practice S Blends

These are the s blends. Look at each picture and say its name.

snake  swan  spider  star  skunk  smile

Look at each picture below. Say its name.
On the dotted line, print the s blend you hear at the beginning of the word.

oon  ate  ing  oke  op  ail
Let’s Make a Word Slide

1. Cut out the van.
2. Carefully cut the word slits on the dashed lines.
3. Cut out the word lists.
4. Slide a list through the slits until a word appears in the van’s license plate.
5. Read each word as it appears.

red
yellow
green
purple
brown
orange
blue
black
pink
white
three
eight
one
seven
ten
four	two
nine
five
six
bride
frog
grapes
truck
crab
drum
block
flag
plane
slip

clock
globe
star
smile
skate
swan
snake
spot
swing

ship
fish
think
bath
chick
peach
cape
jeep
five
teeth

cap
pen
dig
mop
tub
cape
five
goat
mule